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Efficient and highly spin-dependent recombination processes are shown to not only turn GaNAs
into an efficient spin filter but also to make it an excellent spin detector functional at room
temperature (RT). By taking advantage of the defect-engineered spin-filtering effect, the spin
detection efficiency is no longer limited by the fast spin relaxation of conduction electrons. This
leads to a significant enhancement in the optical polarization of the spin detector, making it
possible to reliably detect even very weak electron spin polarization at RT, as demonstrated by a
study of spin loss during optical spin injection across a GaAs=GaNAs interface.
C 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3671781]
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The efficient generation, transport, and detection of spinpolarized electrons are essential to future spintronics.1–5 Until
now, most earlier studies have been restricted to low temperatures, at which spin effects are usually more pronounced due
to the suppression of spin loss. Spin generation and detection
at room temperature (RT) remain difficult and unresolved,
however, particularly in semiconductor systems that are considered to potentially provide an excellent platform for the
integration of electronics, photonics, and magnetics. Relievable RT spin detectors, as a key element in applications of
spintronic devices and a means in the fundamental studies of
spin injection and spin loss processes, are still lacking, in general. One of the most widely used methods in spin detection is
by exploiting the optical polarization of band-to-band (BB)
transitions in semiconductors, which directly measures the
spin polarization of conduction electrons determined by the
well-known selection rules of optical transitions.6 Such optical
spin detection has been shown to be very successful at low
temperatures, but has unfortunately failed to provide sufficient
efficiency for reliable spin detection at RT due to the accelerated spin relaxation, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). In this work, by
taking advantage of a recently discovered defect-engineered
spin-filtering effect in GaNAs,7 we explore the potential of
this material for efficient RT spin detection. We shall show
that by transferring the spin orientation from conduction band
(CB) electrons to electrons bound to spin-filtering defects that
have a much longer spin lifetime, the spin polarization of the
former is no longer limited by their own fast spin relaxation.
This leads to a significant enhancement in spin polarization
and in the intensity of the BB transitions, which enables us to
detect even very weak electron spin polarization that is often
encountered at RT. The effectiveness of such a spin detector
is demonstrated by a case study of optical spin injection from
a GaAs spin injection layer to an adjacent GaNAs spin
detector.
The studied GaAs=GaNAs structures were grown by molecular beam epitaxy at temperatures, Tg, of 390–580  C on a
a)
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(001)-oriented GaAs substrate. The growth started with a
2500 Å-thick GaAs buffer, followed by either a GaNAs epilayer (about 1000 Å in thickness) or 7-period GaAs=GaNAs
(200=70 Å) multiple quantum-wells, and finally capped by a
GaAs layer (200–1000 Å thick). The N compositions of the
GaNAs epilayers are in the range of 1.3–2.6%. Optical orientation experiments were performed in a backscattering geometry, with both the excitation and detection beams directed
along the growth axis of the samples. A Ti-sapphire laser was
employed for optical excitation at wavelengths of 750–980 nm.
The resulting photoluminescence (PL) signals were dispersed by a monochromator and detected by a cooled Ge detector. A [1=4]-wave plate, in combination with a linear
polarizer, was used for the generation (or analysis) of the circular polarization of the excitation beam (or PL emissions).
All experiments were carried out at RT.
First, we briefly describe the principle of efficient spin
detection mediated by the defect-engineered spin filtering
effect. Once CB electrons of a non-zero spin polarization
enter such a spin detector, e.g., generated by electrical injection or by optical spin orientation under circularly polarized
excitation, they can dynamically polarize the spin of the first
electron bound to a paramagnetic spin-filtering defect via
spin-dependent recombination (SDR) toward the same
orientation.7–11 As a result, the capture of a second electron
by the defect can occur only if the captured CB electron has
an opposite spin orientation (i.e., minority spin) due to the
Pauli exclusion principle. In other words, when the spinfiltering effect is in action, the spin-filtering defects selectively filter out the minority-spin CB electrons, whereas the
majority-spin CB electrons remain intact due to a spin blockade, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This spin-filtering process drives
the defect and CB electrons toward complete spin polarization, when electron capture and recombination via the spinfiltering defects will cease to occur. Such strong spin polarization can be maintained regardless of the spin relaxation of
the CB electrons. This is due to the fact that as soon as a CB
electron makes a spin flip it will immediately be captured
and depleted from the CB by the spin-filtering defects,
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic pictures of (a) a conventional semiconductor spin detector, and (b) a spin-filtering enabled spin detector. (c) The CB
electron spin polarization of a spin detector as a function of the ratio
between the spin lifetimes of the defect electron (ssc) and the CB electrons
(ss), calculated from the coupled rate equations describing the defectengineered spin filtering effect with the specified parameters and ss ¼ 150 ps
(see Refs. 7–11). The NSDR denotes the total concentration of the spin-filtering
defects and Gopt denotes the total generation rate of the CB electrons by optical excitation. In the simulation, the capture coefficient of the CB electrons by
the defects is assumed to be four times larger than that of the VB holes.

provided that the capture is much faster than the spin flip.
This is valid as long as the electrons localized at the defects
retain their spin orientation, i.e., possessing a much longer
spin lifetime than CB electrons, which is generally true in
semiconductors (especially for deep-level defects such as the
spin-filtering defects). The spin detection efficiency is
expected to increase with the increasing spin lifetime of the
defects, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) from an analysis by the
coupled rate equations.7–11 When the initial spin polarization
of the CB electrons is zero, e.g., zero electrical spin injection
or under rx excitation, the aforementioned spin blockade
should be absent as the defect electrons are not spin polarized. In this case, the defects will freely capture the CB electrons of both spin orientations and recombine them with
valence band (VB) holes. This difference in the spin blockade between the cases with and without spin injection (e.g.,
between rþ and rx excitation) can lead to a corresponding
difference in the PL intensity between these two conditions,
þ
x
i.e., giving rise to the so-called SDR ratio, Ir =Ir > 1. The efficiency of the spin filtering and spin blockade effect, before
reaching a saturation level, should strongly depend on the
initial spin polarization, Pie , of the injected CB electrons.
Therefore, both the spin polarization and density of the CB
electrons resulting from the spin filtering effect are direct
measures of Pie . The corresponding two types of spin detector signals are thus the optical polarization and intensity of
þ
Ir and
the associated BB transitions, i.e., PPL ¼ IIrþ 
r þ Ir
þ
x

x
Ir =Ir (or Ir =Ir ). Here, the superscripts and subscripts represent the polarization of the excitation and emission light,
respectively.
Now, we shall experimentally demonstrate that such spin
detectors based on the studied GaNAs are, indeed, very effective. In Fig. 2(a), representative PL spectra are shown under
circularly polarized (e.g., rþ, the open circles) and linearly
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) PL, SDR, and (b) polarization spectra obtained at
RT and 0 T from the GaN0.026As0.974 epilayer. In (a), the crosses and open
circles represent the PL spectra obtained under rx and rþ excitation, respectively. The open triangles denote the measured SDR ratios. In (b), the
crosses and open circles represent the PL polarization curves obtained under
rx and rþ excitation, respectively. All data were obtained under the excitation photon wavelength of 925 nm.

polarized (rx) excitation. All data shown in Figs. 2–4 were
obtained from a GaNAs epilayer with 2.6% N composition
grown at 390  C, taken as an example. Similar results were
obtained from all of the studied samples, quantitatively differing only in the efficiency of the spin detection. The fingerprints of the defect-engineered spin filtering effect are
apparent in Fig. 2. First, a significant enhancement (about
70%) in the PL intensity of the BB transitions can clearly be
observed under rþ excitation as compared with that under rx
excitation, giving rise to an SDR ratio of about 1.7. Secondly,
the sizable SDR ratio is accompanied by strong PL polarization, up to 25%, by detecting at short wavelengths under rþ
excitation [Fig. 2(b)]. The observed spectral variation in PPL
arises from the overlap between the BB transitions from the
CB to the heavy-hole (hh) and light-hole (lh) VB states, which
contribute to the overall PL band.12,13 The CB-hh and CB-lh
BB transitions are known to exhibit opposite optical polarization, leading to co-polarization with the excitation light for the
former and counter-polarization for the latter.6 The spectral
variation in PPL is caused by a hh-lh splitting due to a tensile
in-plane strain field in GaNAs, leaving the CB-hh BB at the
higher energy (or shorter wavelength) than the CB-lh BB.12,13
In contrast, no PL polarization can be detected under rx excitation, as shown in Fig. 2(b), as expected.
To illustrate the significant enhancement of the spin
detection efficiency by the spin filtering effect, we examined
the spin detector signals (i.e., the PL polarization and the
SDR ratio) in a transverse magnetic field that can completely
suppress the defect-mediated spin filtering effect. This can
be done because the field-induced Larmor precession of the
electrons bound to the spin-filtering defects will lead to spin
depolarization and will consequently deactivate the spin filtering=blockade effect via these defects. As a result, strong
quenching of the PL polarization and the SDR ratio in an
applied transverse field, known as a Hanle curve, should be
observed. The results are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) for
þ
x
Ir =Ir and PPL, respectively. As can be seen, the spin polarization of the defect electrons can be destroyed in a relative
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Hanle curves from the GaN0.026As0.974 epilayer,
obtained at RT in a transverse magnetic field by detecting (a) the SDR ratio,
and (b) the PL polarization. In (b), the crosses and open circles represent the
PL polarization curves obtained under rx and rþ excitation, respectively.
The excitation and detection wavelengths are 925 and 1100 nm, respectively. For easy viewing, the field range where the spin filtering effect is
active is marked by the shaded area.

low field (<0.1 T). An electron spin relaxation time of 700
ps, deduced from an analysis of the Hanle curves under the
limit of low excitation density,14 is noticeably longer than the
spin lifetime (150 ps) of the CB electrons,9,15 making the spin
filtering effect effective. We should note that when the spin
filtering effect becomes inactive in a high field, the SDR ratio
returns to unity and the PL polarization decreases down to
only about 2%, even though the initial spin polarization of the
photo-generated CB electrons remains unchanged. This is the
case when the spin polarization of the CB electrons is limited
by their own fast spin relaxation and the CB electrons are no
longer spin blockaded from being annihilated with holes via
the spin-unpolarized defects. Under such conditions, the spin
detector becomes too inefficient to be reliable or functional,
just as in the cases for most semiconductors without the
defect-engineered spin filtering effect. Therefore, the results
from the Hanle effect shown in Fig. 3 provide compelling evidence for the drastically increased spin detection efficiency by
the spin-filtering effect.
The availability of the highly efficient RT spin detector
based on GaNAs, facilitated by the spin filtering effect, has
paved the way to assess RT spin injection in related material
systems that was not previously possible. As an example, we
carried out a study of optical spin injection from a GaAs
layer into an adjacent GaNAs spin detector at RT. As shown
in Fig. 4, the spin injection from GaAs gives rise to an SDR
ratio of about 1.25. This value is markedly lower than the
1.75 observed under rþ excitation below the bandgap of
GaAs when electron spins are only generated within the spin
detector. The dependence of the SDR ratio as a function of
excitation wavelength, displayed in the inset of Fig. 4,
clearly shows a sharp drop of the SDR ratio when the excitation is tuned above the bandgap of GaAs (i.e., shorter than
870 nm). This finding indicates a significant spin loss during
the spin injection across the GaAs=GaNAs interface.
In summary, we have shown that the defect-engineered
spin filtering=blockade effect can drastically enhance the spin
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FIG. 4. (Color online) SRD ratio obtained at RT and 0 T from the
GaN0.026As0.974 epilayer, under the rþ excitation at 850 nm (open triangles)
and 925 nm (open circles). The inset shows the SDR ratio as a function of
the excitation wavelengths by detecting at 1165 nm.

polarization of CB electrons and can turn GaNAs into an efficient spin detector operational at RT. Both the PL polarization
and the PL intensity can be taken as spin detection signals,
which are sensitive to the initial spin polarization of CB electrons (e.g., spin polarization of injected electrons). We should
point out that applications of such spin detectors can be
extended beyond optical detection. Since the density of the
CB electrons is also significantly enhanced via the spin filtering=blockade effect, which is evident from the observed SDR
þ
x
ratio I r =Ir >1, GaNAs can also be employed as an electrical
spin detector where the spin polarization of incoming CB
electrons is reflected by the electric current density.
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